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Property model specification warranty Product description FX-6350 น่ีเปนอีกรุนหน่ึงที่ไดรับการพัฒนาจาก FX-6300 ในสวนของ FX-6350 น้ันมีแกนประมวลผลอยูที่ 6 คอร วิ่งที่ความเร็วปกติ 3.9GHz และเมื่อใช Turbo Core จะมีความเร็วไปไดถึง 4.2GHz เมื่อจํานวนแกนประมวลผลครึง่หน่ึงไมไดถูกใชงาน มี L3 cache ขนาด 8MB และ
กินไฟที่ระดับ 125 วัตต จะเห็นไดวา มีความเร็วของแกนประมวลผลที่เร็วกวาและกินไฟมากกวา FX-6300 อางอิงจาก AMD Black Edition AMD FX 6350 / 3.9 GHz processor | FD6350FRW6KHK Processor Compatible Processor Socket HyperTransport technology, AMD64 technology, integrated memory controller AMD64
technology, HyperTransport technology, integrated memory controller Cache Memory Miscellaneous Header Cache Memory Details Manufacturer AMD (Advanced Micro Devices) Clock speed 3.9 GHz Turbo clock speed 4.2 GHz Cores Hexa core Socket type AM3+ Is unlocked Yes Has a NX bit Yes Has virtualization
support Yes Instruction set extensions MMXSSE4.2AVX 1.1Supplemental SSE3FMA4ABMAMD-VSSE4.1XOPTBMAVXAMD64SSEBMI1F16CFMA3AESSSE4aSSE3CVT16CLMULSSE2 Supports dynamic frequency scaling Yes Memory controller Built-in Memory type DDR3-1866 Channels Dual Channel Supports ECC
Yes Maximum bandwidth 29,866.66 MB/s Architecture x86-64 Threads 6 threads L2 cache 6 MB L2 cache per core 1 MB/core L3 cache 8 MB L3 cache per core 1.33 MB/core Manufacture process 32 nm Transistor count 1,200,000,000 Max CPUs 1 Die size 319 mm² Clock multiplier 21 Voltage range 0.8 - 1.45V
Operating temperature Unknown - 61°C Overclock popularity 3 Overclocked clock speed 4.66 GHz Overclocked clock speed (Water) 4.86 GHz PassMark (Overclocked) 3,626.2 Overclocked clock speed (Air) 4.66 GHz TDP 125W Annual home energy cost 30.11 $/year Annual commercial energy cost 109.5 $/year
Performance per watt 8.09 pt/W Typical power consumption 101.56W Report a correction New microarchitecture, new level of performance Piledriver microarchitecture, a tuned-up Bulldozer, has finally reached the flagship AMD FX processors (the new FX series processors are codenamed Vishera) for improved
performance and better energy-efficiency. Four “Piledriver” cores ensure rich, crisp video and seamless multitasking. The AMD Turbo Core technology pushes your core frequencies to the most when you need it most. To top it off, like all other AMD’s Black Edition processors, the new AMD FX 4-core Vishera processor
is fully unlocked for fabulous overclocking* capability. Great performance is not the only trick AMD has up their sleeve. Vishera processors are at a reasonable price point. A new air cooler is bundled, named Wraith, giving you better cooling performance while reducing the noise to the level near threshold of human
hearing. You'll get better experience in all your usage scenarios. * AMD’s product warranty does not cover damage caused by overclocking even when overclocking is enabled via AMD Overdrive software. AMD FX 6350 Processor and Wraith Cooler Maximum multithreading capacity and the Clock speed in its class Now
paired with the almost quiet top line AMD Wraith Cooler AMD new Wraith Cooler generates less than one-tenth of the noise of its predecessor, Backlighting and attractive fan shroud control you want Unlocked watch multiplier for a powerful acceleration advantage (AMD product guarantee does not cover losses caused
by acceleration, even when acceleration is enabled through AMD hardware) Highly customizable power and performance curve through AMD OverDrive software Tailor your experience to your personal preferences, be it performance, efficiency, Efficiency, or low noise reliability you deserve AMD processors powering
premium products and world-class operations from industry leaders like HP, Microsoft, Samsung Electronics, and Sony's AMD FX processor built from the company's 8th generation x86 CPU architecture based on more than the 8th generation 40 Years of Silicon-Crafting Processor Experience New Features Instructions
AVX - Advanced Vector Expansion to Increase Parallelism for Scientific and 3D Applications Using Heavy Floating Point Calculations FMA4 and XOP - Floating-Dot Vector Multiply-Accumulate and eXtended Operations Improve bandwidth and performance on many integrative and floating point vector functions AES -
Advanced Encryption Standard improves the performance of encryption applications such as TrueCrypt and PCMark AMD Turbo Core Technology AMD FX Processors equipped with AMD Turbo Core technology. AMD Turbo Core technology is a performance-enhancing technology that helps improve the performance of
the applications that need it most. AMD Balanced Smart Cache Total L3 Cache (up to 8MB) Improved schedule and pre-64-track capabilities (16-way/sub-cache) Increasing queue sizes Consistency for multi-core AMD Wide Floating Point Accelerator Common FP Scheduler Dual 128-bit floating point engines - capable of
teaming up for 256-bit AVX instructions or working separately with each HyperTransport Technology core provides quick access time to the I/O system for better performance. One 16-bit link to a frequency of up to 5600 MT/s to 8.0 GB/s HyperTransport i/O bandwidth; Up to 16 GB/s in HyperTransport Generation 3.0
mode up to 37 GB/s total delivery of processor bandwidth to the system (HyperTransport bus and bead memory) Integrated DRAM controller with AMD Memory OPTIMIZATION technology Optimized, high bandwidth, low-latency memory controller to feed more cores. Support up to DDR3-1866 Supports low-voltage
memories 1.35V and 1.2V Up to 29.9GB/s bandwidth for DDR3 Pre-Fetcher Improvement Direct Link with each core in dual-core module (APIC is registered in each core) AMD Virtualization (AMD-V) Technology with IOM These silicon function set performance, reliability, and security of existing and future virtualization
environments, allowing virtualized applications to have direct and fast access to their dedicated memory. IOMMU is a continuation of the AMD64 architecture to support targeted translation and DMA translations. Together, virtualization software works more securely and efficiently, providing a better experience with virtual
systems. Security for the user level application and virtual machine guest operating system Address translation and access control Destination device insulation device in virtualized security systems and trusted download support for AMD PowerNow's Single Interruption Control! AMD (Cool'n'quiet Technology) Improved
power management features automatically and instantly adjust performance states and functions based on processor performance requirements, helping users get more efficient performance by dynamically activating or turning off CPU parts. The C6 power state washes away the cache and removes voltage from
individual cores to help reduce the CC6 power consumption state puts all the cores in the C6 in an even lower power state for quieter operation and reduces power requirements A separate IO power control controller-based C-state interface works automatically without the need for drivers or BIOS inclusion. Power can be
switched on or off in a one-hour cycle, saving energy with minimal impact on Benefit performance: helping users get more efficient performance by dynamically activating or turning off parts of the processor. Processor. amd fx 6350. amd fx 6350 specs. amd fx 6350 benchmark. amd fx-6350 price. amd fx 6350 vs ryzen 5
2600. amd fx 6350 release date. amd fx 6350 vs ryzen 5 3600. amd fx 6350 overclock
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